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RURAL TEACHERS’ SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION ON THE TEACHER 
PROFESSION : A PHENOMENOLOGY STUDY OF UNDERSTANDING 
THE PROFESSION OF TEACHERS IN RURAL AREAS AT JUNIOR 
HIGH SCHOOL LEVEL IN LAWANG SUB-DISTRICT, MALANG 







Teachers, besides their professional education, play an important role in building 
students  and determine very wide social roles in rural areas. Their roles become more 
important amids the limited facilities and infrastructures as experienced by schools in 
remote  rural areas. Therefore, it is interesting to uncover characteristics of teachers who 
devote their lives in rural areas and to understand their social construction on their 
teaching profession through their duties to educate, to teach,  and to train students via 
knowlede they posses. Teaching profession, in teachers who have taught in rural areas, 
has four titles namely ”boss”, “ojek”, professional “boss” and “nip” (narima ing 
pandum)(accepting the fate, in terms of fortune) teachers. “Boss” are teachers who are 
very wealthy; “ojek”, who are more dependent their incomes on other business, instead of 
their salary; professional “boss”, who are asked for help to make any administrative 
works in teaching-learning activities or classroom action research or  scentific works used 
for certification or credit points and for promotion; “nip”, who always submit their fates to 
the condition of their schools, who have no creativity and cannot solve their own 
problems, and depend their colleagues in solving them. Such titles  form certain 
characteristics of rural teachers.  Characteristics of rural teachers and their social 
construction are that they are workers (makarya),and they are noble (mulya). Teachers 
are servants, where in Javanese philosopy, should be jejeg, wadreg, madep mantep, 
namely teachers should stand alone, and may be able to solve their own problems and 
be responsible. By understanding their teaching profession, namely in the Javanese 
philosophy giri jalma tan kena ing ngina,  teachers who have possessed inner feelings,  
should not speak in   inappropriate or impolite manners and should not insult human 
beings and hurt other people. Teachers are deserved to be models and they are noble 
and like to devote their live for education and they work  without any hidden agendas. 
 





Teachers give a very high contribution to the success of education at schools. Teachers are 
profession/positions or jobs that need specific competence. Teaching profession cannot be 
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done by any persons out of the field of education. The quality of education, of teachers and of 
social environment in remote rural areas is much more lower than that in suburban areas. 
Education is the most important element in determining one’s  success in building one’slife. 
Teachers as the main actors in education are expected to be able to improve the quality of 
human resources with intellectual, emotional and spiritual intelligence. Historically, a teacher 
occupies a position as  a noble servant. In a tutorial system, teachers as tutors  have a motto 
Tut Wuri Handayani.  
 
At present, the status of teacher position has changed. Recently, people respect  one’ social 
status from materials s/he possesses. Teachers do not have any pride to their position and tend 
to be frustated and  to complain. Basically, teachers play their own roles according to and in line 
with  views and social demands for their profession as a social reality. Social construction  of 
teachers depicts  their social process through their  action and interaction of which the reality 
they posses and experience are always created. With their teaching profession, teachers serve 
as  students’ partners with more dominant posisition, become sources  of  values for students. 
They have a superior position in front of their students, meaning they should be obeyed and 
imitated. Due to the existence and the operation of Junior High Schools in remote rural areas in 
Lawang sub-district, Malang regency, East Java province, the modification of the 
implementation of teachers’ activities  in terms of teaching profession is an interesting thing.  
 
The writer has tried to furtherly study the social construction of teachers on their teaching 
profession  they have always made every day. In reality, however, teachers are doing  their 
work as side jobs  which  are merely to  fulfill the needs of their families.  Their teaching 
profession is just a second choice.  For them, the most important thing is to implement the 
regulations that have been determined by schools. The write also found that each 
implementation of the teaching-learning process is not in accordance with the competence as 
determined by the BSNP (The Board of Education National Standard )   and that social-politic 
power also  comes into play.  It is interesting to study this process  more deeply, since teacher 
profession demands some perfection in implementing positive teaching-learning activities   and 
there is also another important and positive orientation  in the  Junior High Schools in rural 
areas. 
 
This research is intended to reveal teachers who work in rural areas: how is the characteristic of 
teachers who devote their lives in rural areas and how is the social construction of the rural 
teachers on teaching profession through their duties in educating, teaching, and  training  their 




Paradigm, Approach  and Types of Research 
The paradigm of this present research is the social definition one. The paradigm adopted is the 
one presented by Berger on the social construction, and the approach is qualitative in nature. 
The qualitative research means a descriptive one, where the researcher was interested in the 
process, meaning, and understanding of experiences, and full and total subjective 
comprehension of the participants.  The qualitative research is more interested in meaning, 
namely, the the way the participants comprehend  the experiences of the profession and the 
way they express them.  The type of the research is  phenomenology which is in line with the 
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title of this research, where it is a delineation of human experiences as something living, seeing 
human beings as a social reality that is merely based on the involved actors. 
 
Data Sources and Research Subject 
Data sources may be categorized into two types namely: primary and secondary. The pimary 
data sources are headmasters, teachers, administrative staffs, formal and non formal 
community figures, religion figures, school committees, meanwhile the secondary data are  a 
brief description of State Junior High School Gunung Tumpuk Sidoluhur in Lawang sub-district, 
Malang regency, East Java. 
 
Data Analysis  
The data analysis in this present research was based on a number of theories that are in line 
with  the objectives of the research. The data analysis was made on the basis of an inductive 
logic which would move from specific findings found in the fields to   general ones which would 
appear through  the data analysis on the basis of the theories employed. A phenomenology tries 
to look for an understanding using a qualitative method through participant observations, open 
interviews, and personal documents. The research method covers three stages namely entering 
field,  during in the field and data analysis. 
 
The Stage of Entering the Field 
The researcher played  her role when she entered the field to make a rapport with the subjects 
and to exchange information freely and openly.  The researcher was passive when  doing her 
duty in the field. When the researcher first entered the location of the Junior High School located 
in Sidoluhur village, there was a lot of information openly obtained from subjects. She made a 
good rapport with the subjects’ families. The situation the researcher faced was relatively ideal 
with informants MYK,MKS. YYH, MTR, and STW. The most important aspect in this case is the 
specific and unique expressions the subjects speak. Some expressions which were usually 
spoken are such as sukete wis ijo royo-royo (the grass has been fully green), yen rendheng ora 
biso cewok yen ketigo orang bisa dhodok (in rainy season we cannot take a bath, in dry season 
we cannot sit down), gamblang (clear), tedheng aling-aling (clear and direct),  klunthang-
kluntung (here and there without any direction, unemployment), muspro (useless), lombok yen 
bathi bisa nyeweki, lan yen rugi biso ngudani (chili may result in great benefit, or on the way 
around), ajine diri saka lathi, ajine raga saka busana (one’s self- respect is from the speech, 
physical respect is from cloth), ing ngarsa sung tuladha ing madya mangun karsa tut wuri 
handayani (in the front, becoming model, in the middle, giving spirits, and in the back, giving a 
supervision), jejeg wadreg madep mantep (having strict and strong will), makarya (work), mulya 
(noble), abdi (servant), giri lusi jalma tan kena ing ngina (cannot be insulted). The tactics the 
researcher adopted to get difficult information on  teachers’ professional problems was  by 
eavesdoping, especially when the subjects mde telephone calls. This once happened in houses 
of BS, HS,  QHR, AW, SYN, WWD  when they were talking about injustice and policies made 
during leadership of a headmaster. In the phone calls, expressions the subjects uttered were 
focused on teachers-workers (makarya), noble -teachers (guru mulia), and servants-teachers.  
 
Using initial codes,  they may be categorized into 4 groups and labelled as:  “boss”, “ojek”, 
professional “boss”and “nip” (narima ing pandum) teachers in order to obtain personal 





The Description of the Research Location and Profiles of the Research Subjects  
Here is a short history of Sidoluhur village located in Lawang sub-district, Malang regency. 
Malang regency is the second largest area in East Java, after Banyuwangi regency. This village 
is located  in direct boundaries between Lawang sub-district in the north of Malang  and 
Pasuruan regencies and the main gate to Malang. Its width is 960 hectares,  divided into 4 (four) 
padukuhan (clusters of hamlets) namely Krajan Sidoluhur, Blendongan, Sumberjo and Gunung 




Titles of Rural Teachers 
On the basis of the processes of data collection, data seletion and data reduction,  of which the 
data were obtained from the teachers as the research subjects, categories of  “boss”, “ojek”, 
professional “boss”and “nip” (narima ing pandum) teachers were resulted in. ”Boss” teachers 
are those  with a large amount of wealth and good financial condition and capability to be 
businessmen.  Such a title is given by fellow teachers either in or out of schools, even it is they 
who admit the title.  
 
“Ojek” teachers are those who always do bussines in their spare time so that this ojek is a field 
to look for incomes even  the teachers themselves said that  their motor cycles should be 
able to earn incomes, it is also the case with the students who were taught to look for money by 
becoming ojeks drivers.  All teachers and members of the society call them “ojek” teachers, and 
it seemed that they were proud of such titles.  
 
“Professional” boss teachers are those who have high capability, competence, reponsibility and 
commitment  and may be depended as model teachers. In scientific paper writing competitions, 
they are very supperior, and they also show  excellent teaching-learning processes and often 
make their students become the first rank students. They are really capable of solving any 
problems, and  never inflict any loss to others. They may complete any jobs quickly and 
accurately, therefore there are many teachers who ask them to make semester programs, 
annual programs, or other jobs for certification. They do them well and promptly. Teachers, 
either in or out of schools, call them “professional”bos teachers, and such titles may result in 
some financial rewards.  
 
“Nip” (narima ing pandum) teachers are those who are passive, they merely accept any tasks 
from their headmasters, do not have any initiatives to make some advancement, and the most 
important thing for them is to be able to do their teaching tasks and to go home punctually and 









In preparing human resources for the development, education cannot  be and has not yet been 
able to provide them, let alone the education in rural areas. The problems in education are not 
only  focused on the short-term material needs, but  also should  touch the basis that may give 
characters in the educational vision and missions, namely a close attention to moral ethics and 
noble spiritual  condition. The community environment, either in families or educational 
institutions, really influence ones’ characters. The influences are from the followings: 
 
Parents (Father and Mother) 
Parents really give strong influence to the children’s future. No parents expect that their children 
will not usefull for families and society. Parents try hard morally and materially to make their 
children be teachers and become models for their younger brothers and sisters. Their sons and 
daughters and their first child  should  should become useful persons. Parents, especially 
whose profession is a teacher, try hard to encourage their children to be teachers.  
 
Idol Teachers 
Idole teachers, namely teachers who can interest their sudents and who would be remembered 
by their students,   encourage  their students to become teachers.  Students always pay 
attention to anything their favorite teachers do  behave, speak and the like during or out of their 
teaching-learning process.   Even the students will always show a better obedience to their 
teachers than to their parents. Any behaviors they show would be  imitated by  their students. In 




Brothers/sisters also have a very strong  role in determining  a decision to become teachers. 
Such an advice will be always taken into account, since sisters/brothers  always protect them 
when they face problems. Sisters/brothers always, in a full of love and affection,  motivate ones 
to become teahers. 
 
Friends 
Real friends are the  capital in making a good rapport either in hapiness or sorrow. For example, 
incidentally, one heard from a friend that there is a vacancy im a school as a voluntary teacher 
in Junior High School State 6. S/he will enroll as  the volunteer as long as s/he can apply the 
knowledge s/he has to young generation specifically, and  in order to devote her/himself to the 
state and nation in general.   
 
Idol Figures 
Personage of a hero or someone with characteristic of knight in making a decision cannot be 
deleted promptly if the personage has been implanted into one’s mind. Such a good personage 
may be taken from scholars of Islam, warriors, artists, and even published books containing the 
histories of the persons. The philosophy adopted by prominent figures  may touch one’s heart 




RURAL TEACHERS’ SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION ON TEACHING PROFESSION  
In a social construction, continual internalization and externalizationat last may results in some 
self-awareness in the research subjects of the teaching profession and the social order. The 
process of internalization   presupposes some awareness in the reseach subjects on the social 
reality they faced.  It is this awareness that  encourages an understanding of the social reality. 
Awareness and understanding are keywords in a phenomenology. Research subjects as actors  
are free to interpret/construct social realities.  And they have various understandings of  rural 
teachers on their teaching profession. 
 
The selected and reduced data are expected to become information that is really to be believed 
as the results from a process of meaningful understanding. For the sake of developing 
information and of data triangulation, school documents were used to balance the information 
given to the researcher. The researcher made some parts about teachers  namely teachers as 
worker (makarya), teachers as noble job (mulya), and teachers as servants. Each will be 
described below: 
 
Teachers as Workers (makarya) 
Many community members consider that being a teacher is an easy job to do. But, according to 
some who know the duties of a teacher, it is not the case  since what is faced by a teacher is 
human beings. If the teacher is wrong in applying the theories of education, it will spoil the 
education in the future. 
 
Skills a teacher obtained during his/her training would be continued when s/he is in the class. In 
order to be able to do his/her task well, s/he should have adequate knowledge.  Two important 
competences should be possessed by teachers  namely (1) improving the students’ 
achievement in a certain amount of time and (2)  achieving capabilities as professional teachers 
to have high-quality learning. 
 
The quality of teachers may be seen from two aspects: process and results. In terms of process, 
a teacher is considered to be successful if he is able to involve most students in the learning 
process actively, either physical, mental or social aspects. Moreover, it may also be seen from 
his enthusiasm and  spirits and self confidence in his teaching activities.  And the main duty of a 
teacher is to educate, so if the job is whole-heartedly done, it is very noble in front of Allah. 
Meanwhile,  viewed from the results, a teacher is considered as successful if   his learning 
process may change most of his students’ behaviors that may lead the students to master a 
better basic competence.  An in order to be able to fulfil the needs, various learning 
competences are needed. It is what is called as learning results. According to lay persons 
teaching is an easy job to do, but it is not the case, since it is a professional job. 
 
The position of teaching profession also means as ajob that may support the  continuation of life  
because this job may be used to earn for living (makarya). 
 
Teachers as Noble Jobs (Mulya)  
A job that may result in changing and determining one’s attitudes and noble characters is a very 
noble job. Teachers are actors  transfering knowledge unknown into known  by students and 
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actors that may change students’ bad attitudes into good ones. It is the teachers’ very noble 
devotion. A job that is done sincerily and   honestly is avery noble job. 
 
Teachers should also do the duty of  humanity to the society and students, that is why they 
should do their jobs under their responsibility whole-heartedly without any orders  from  their  
superior.  This awareness is growing from their inner feeling and it is also developing their wills 
without any hidden agenda. The influence of education fromteacher may be directly  seen and 
feltin the development and life of the society, groups of people and the life of  each individual. 
Teachers are media for translating the message of the Constitution, and for building the 
characters of the students as young generation.  
 
Teachers who empower human beings may recognize and love the environment and be able to 
preserve and develop natural resources, social quality and the culture that may support the 
development and well-beings of students and the people around them so that they will not be 
separated from their social and cultural roots. The teachers’ heavy  tasks may be done well  if 
the teachers work sincerily and honestly. Hopefully, the noble tasks may  result in some 
satisfaction for the teachers. 
 
Teachers as Servants 
With full of sincerity and awareness and without any hidden agenda, teachers devote their lives 
to a job that may satisfy them. It proves that a job that is  sincerely done will result in satisfaction 
and  make others, especially students, and their parenst happy, and  the results may be useful. 
Although teachers’s salary is not so high,  the jobs may raise a specific pride for teachers.  
 
Teachers with high spirits and strong belief  will have good peity to. Those having such piety of 
course will be able to do their task well, since their devotion is on the basis of what has been 
done well. Teachers who have  good insights of the future be able to realize what they wish as 
stated in th Wholy Quran: Allah will raise some degrees of people with good belief and 
knowledge (QS Al-Mujahadalah, 58: 11). Teachers should become models in gaining 
knowledge.  If teachers can do anything sincerely and honestly as stated in the educational 
mission, they will become teachers who are giri lusi jalma tan kena ing ngino meaning that giri is  
inner feeling, lusi,  heart,   jalma, manifest, tan kena ingin ngina.  As a whole, a tentative 
conclusion can be made in this present research from the Javanese philosophy: if someone has 
become  a professional teacher and knows anything about professionalism, in his/her deepest 
inner feeling,  a teacher should not speak and behave in a bad manner, let alone insulting 
someone else or showing improper behaviors  to other people.  
 
 
DISCUSSION OF THE THEORIES 
In rural teachers’ social construction on teaching profession, it can be explained that  
teachers’daily lives are to teach, to educate and to train students continually in the process of 
social construction using externialization of values existing in their environments and ideology 
on the education they believe in, and objectivation of the educational institution/school and their 
roles as teachers that are their identity as state/voluntary teachers.  Such an internalisation is an 
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ethical code as teachers that should be well kept in their profesional position and values in 
families. Teachers should become models. 
 
The formation of the characters of teachers may be made in the environments of families, 
society and of schools.  The formation may be influenced by  idol figures they are favorite much. 
This may construct titles for rural teachers as bos, ojek, professional bos and nip teachers. This 
may in turn result in social construction on teaching profession as workers (makarya), noble 
(mulya) and nip teachers. 
 
 
PROPOSITIONS OF RESEARCH FINDINGS 
1. Characteristics of some  titles for  rural teachers are based on daily habits of  teachers in 
doing their activities. 
2. Social construction of teachers who devote their life in rural areas cannot be separated from 
their daily lives in primary and secondary  environments. 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTION 
Based on the description above, the following conclusions  are made: 
1. There are many teachers working in rural who have not fulfill the standard of teacher 
profession due to the fact that rural school really need educational workers, but  a lot of 
teachers are reluctant to teach in such rural areas, especially for volunteers, besides the long 
distance to the remote rural areas, but also low salary. If there are some volunteers, theyare 
willing to teach because they have no choice. As a results, the teaching-learning process cannot 
run smoothly in rural areas. 
 
2. Rural teachers may be divided into 4(four) categories namely: bos, ojek, professional boss, 
and nip teachers. Boss teachers are those who are wealthy and who have business, besides 
becoming  civil servants with fixed salary from the government. Ojek teachers are teachers who 
improve their salary by becoming ojeks ( drivers of motor cycles used for public transport) every 
day during and after their school days. Professional bos teachers are teachers whose thinking 
abstraction, dedication and responsibility are high in doing their task in and out of schools. Even 
they can help their fellow teachers  to solve any problems without any hidden agenda. Then nip 
teachers are the teachers whose activities are always under  the order of their superiors, 
teachers who are not creative in solving any problems they face, always complain and ask for 
help to fellow teachers, indifferent and who merely do their jobs  and duties punctually as long 
as they do not inflict on loss for  others. They do not show any passion in their teaching-learning 
process. Forming  characters of teachers is much influenced by some environments such as 
families,  friends, idols and the like. 
 
Making a choice as a teacher with such an existing capability is in line with the social 
construction of rural teachers.  Teachers posses  very high thoughts through teacher profession 
with teachers as workers (makarya),  this  career may reach the highest level and this may 




The position as teacher profession has been respected in the community as a noble job 
(mulya), and it is not easy to get such a respect. Such  a profession is very noble, since it is 




During  the teaching-learning activities, sharing experiences between  state teachers and 
volunteer teachers should be mande so that they may be able to develop themselves in the 
teaching profession. Even they should continue their study by taking for example Acta IV or 
subjects in line with their field. 
 
Fulfilling any conditions may be very sufeul for themselves to become vicil servants, especially 
teachers and may improve their knowledge in education and may join the certification program 
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